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type What if I overload the equality operator (==) of a type that is a member of a standard library?
What if I overload the equality operator of a type that implements the std::algorithm container? I
understand that those actions are allowed, but do they have any consequences? Can I expect that in
practice the standard library will always use the overloaded operator? Let's look at this example:
#include #include bool compare_vector(const std::vector& x, const std::vector& y) { return
std::equal(x.begin(), x.end(), y.begin()); } bool compare_algo(const std::vector& x, const
std::vector& y) { return std::equal(x.begin(), x.end(), y.begin()); } bool
compare_algo_with_overload(const std::vector& x, const std::vector& y) { return
std::equal(x.begin(), x.end(), y.begin()); } int main(void) { std::vector v0{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; std::vector
v1 = v0; std::vector v2{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; std::cout
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